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COMMUNITY OF OWNERS 
CABALLO BLANCO – EL GATO 

 
Minutes of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the Community  

held on Saturday 12th February 2011 at the Salon de San Juan Church,  
Compas de San Juan, Coin 

 
ATTENDANCE 
 
Caballo Blanco El Gato 

 
CB4: Nilsson, Billy - Nilsson Margareta, EG1: Moreno, Antonio – Dueñas, Sandra 
CB7 and CB19: Bjerring, Anders EG14: Juan A. Molina 
CB18: Öberg, Max EG17: Kennedy Peirson, Noel 
CB20: Bergvall, Jean - Bergvall, Brita EG18: Dunkley, Geoff 
CB21: Brühlmann, Margret EG22: Taylor, Jo 
CB30: Wern-Edvardsson, Eva EG23: Pedersen, Gunilla 
 EG26: Gonzales, Jose M Lopez 
 EG29: Newton, John – Newton, Kate 
 EG31: Buckle, Sheila 

 
The following residents were represented by proxy : 
 
  
CB3: Christen Andersson represented by G. Pedersen (EG23) 
CB15: Maria J. Marigil represented by E. Wern-Edvarsdsson (CB30) 
CB22: Ibsen/Slej represented by A Bjerring (CB7) 
CB24: Karin Strom represented by M. Öberg (CB18) 
EG5: Hans Malmstrom represented by J.Taylor (EG22) 
EG7: Kathleen Newton represented by J. Newton (EG29) 
EG10: Jan Beattie represented by S Buckle (EG31) 
EG15: Mark Denyer represented by S. Buckle (EG31) 
EG16: Annagret Lawcock represented by J. Taylor (EG22) 
EG21: Alice Madsen represented by J. Taylor (EG22) 
EG32: Rosario Jiménez Ruiz represented by Juan A. Molina (EG14) 
EG33: Rosario Jiménez Ruiz represented by Juan A. Molina (EG14) 
 
 
1. President’s Welcome 

 
 The President Jo Taylor welcomed those in attendance.  The meeting opened at 11:00 am at the 

second call with a quorum of residents in attendance or represented by a proxy. 
 

2. Election of Secretary to take Minutes 
 

 Ana Belen Banasco de la Rubia was elected to take the minutes in Spanish. 
Kate Newton was elected to take the minutes in English. 
Eva Wern-Edvardsson was elected to take the minutes in Swedish. 
 

3. Election of Owners to ratify the Minutes 
 

 Antonio Moreno, Sheila Buckle and Gunilla Pedersen were elected to ratify the minutes. 
 

4. Approval of the Calling of the Meeting 
 

 In accordance with the Statutes of the Urbanisation, the meeting was correctly called with correct 
notice and opened on the second calling with sufficient residents represented.   
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5. Review of Numbers Present, List of Owners and Proxies 
 

 The correct number of residents were present with Community Fees paid and with Proxy Forms 
handed in for the meeting to be legally constituted. 
 

6. Election of Tellers for Voting 
 

 John Newton and Sandra Dueñas were elected as tellers for the voting. 
 

7. Approval of Minutes of last AGM (06.02.10) 
 

 The above minutes were approved. 
 
Proposed:  John Newton 
Seconded: Geoff Dunkley 
 

 Matters Arising from last AGM 
 

 a. Legal action against residents with fees in arrears:  Some of these arrears go back to 2005.  
Papers were presented to the Coin Court for recovery of the debts, but without success.  Two 
months ago the papers were re-submitted, including the additional debts for 2010. 
 
John Newton asked how much was still owed?  There is €5,719 outstanding. 
John Newton asked if there was any time limit on the collection of this?  It was confirmed there is 
no time limit on collection.  
 

 b. Land at EG9:  The resident still owns the property, but it is now rented, however she may return.  
The feeling within the urbanisation is that the land is of no use, so no further action has been 
taken. 
 
Sheila Buckle asked if we take the land back, what are we going to do with it?  Ana Belen 
confirmed that as an urbanisation we are not entitled to take away anyone’s land or fences. 
 
Gunilla Pederson asked if the Ayuntamiento had been out to look at it?  No-one has been out 
specifically to view it, but when the PGOU Report is finalised, it is believed all these anomalies 
will be sorted out. 
 

 c. Financial Report prior to AGM:  This was distributed with the first Agenda. 
 

 d. Anomalies with Statutes:  Ana Belen, Jo Taylor, Eva Wern-Edvardsson and Max Oberg have 
revised the written language on the statues, but made no alterations to them.  To be discussed 
later in the meeting and approval requested. 
 

 e. Questions regarding the role of the gardener:  His job description was included within the AGM 
Minutes dated 06.02.10. 
 

8. Annual Report 
 

 The President informed the meeting that copies of her Annual Report in English, Spanish and Swedish 
were available and gave everyone a few minutes to read through them.  This report is also on the 
Website www.caballoblancoyelgato.com. 
 

9. Financial Report 
 

 The Financial Report was presented by the Treasurer Ana Belen Banasco de la Rubia and Gunilla 
Pederson.  There is a mistake in the predicted income for 2011, it is shown as €13,550 and should 
read €11,700.  An amended budget will be issued with these minutes. 
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10. Discussion and Approval of Committee action in 2010 
 

 a. Max Öberg questioned why the urbanisation is still paying for the basura, due to the fact that 
each resident now has to pay their own basura charge following a change in the law?  It was 
confirmed that this payment is made in arrears and nothing has been paid for 2010.   
 

 b. Sheila Buckle questioned the need for an Urbanisation contenador?  It was explained that this 
was for the use of all residents for large household rubbish and garden waste.  The president 
asked for a show of hands if the community wished the committee to continue providing a 
contenador.  Only one resident wished for this to continue, therefore no further contenadors will 
be provided.  It was noted that the gardener will still require a contenador from time to time. 
 
Sheila Buckle questioned what the gardener cut back to require a contenador?  It was explained 
that there are areas within the community that require plants to be pruned. 
 

 c. Anders Bjerring proposed a small waste bin is put by the letterboxes to stop some residents 
throwing unwanted publicity material on the floor despite the fact that the basura is only 15 
meters away.  Sheila Buckle seconded the proposal and the motion was carried unanimously.  
The emptying of this waste bin to be added to the list of gardener’s duties. 
 
Antonio Moreno suggested putting a dedicated box by the letterboxes for any publicity material.  
It was acknowledged this was a good idea, but it was believed it wouldn’t work. 
 

11. Discussion and Approval of Budget 2011 
 

 The following residents had outstanding community fees as at 11.02.11 : 
 

  El Gato 
 

  Caballo Blanco  

 EG8 Gonzales Rueda €330.00 CB10 Givoy €660.00 
 EG9 Radcliffe €460.00 CB24 Strom €330.00 
 EG12 Martin €1,360.00    
 EG19 Sarginsson €1,260.00    
 EG24 Lundboe €1,160.00    
 Garage Lara €159.00 

 
   

  TOTAL €4729.00   €990.00 
 

 Ana Belen explained we still have two current bank accounts, (the second bank account was set up for 
the electric installation) both incurring costs.  Following the successful installation of the electrics she 
proposed only 1 current account was now necessary.  Jo Taylor seconded the proposal and the motion 
was carried unanimously. 
 

 The President explained that eventually the farolas will have to be replaced.  One quote from Inbradi 
has been received totalling €19,809.07 for the cabling only, not including new farolas.  Still awaiting a 
quote from Rovelectric. 
 
Juan A. Molina stated the Ayuntamiento had approved possible grants for farolas.  Ana Belen 
confirmed she had received an e-mail from the company who are working with the Ayuntamiento on 
this Project and is looking at how this can be achieved. 
 

 The President also explained that the roads are deteriorating and will require attention in the near 
future.   
 

 Ana Belen confirmed that this year there is a €3,500 shortfall within the budget, but there is money in 
the bank accounts. 
 

 The President asked if the community fees should be increased?  
 
Anders Bjerring suggested that because there was a possibility that monies may come back to the 
community that the community fees remain at €300 BUT residents must accept that there will be no 
repairs to the roads or the street lighting. 
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Following discussions two proposals were put forward. 
 
Proposal 1:  Leave the community fees at €300 and live with the roads and street lighting 
as they are without complaint. 
 
Proposed:  Gunilla Pederson 
Seconded:  Sheila Buckle 
 
Proposal rejected:  only 5 in favour. 
 
 
Proposal 2:  Increase the community fees to €400. 
 
Proposed:  Jean Bergvall 
Seconded:  Noel Kennedy 
 
Proposal carried:  18 in favour. 
 
The community fees for 2011 will be €400 if paid before the end of the year, increasing to €440 if paid 
after the 31st December 2011.  It must be noted however that increasing the fees to €400 still doesn’t 
allow for new roads or farolas, but hopefully will make it possible in the future. 
 
There will be no additional payments requested in 2011 from the residents who pre-paid their 
community fees to assist with the electrical installation. 
 

12. Election of Committee for 2011 
 

 Jo Taylor no longer wishes to continue as President.  She has completed 6 years in the role and 
believes it is time for someone else to take over.  She is prepared to give assistance to her successor, 
but believes she is handing over the administration of the community in excellent order. 
 
If no-one volunteers, the law states that names will be drawn by lots. 
 

 After much discussion Eva Wern-Edvardsson agreed to become President. 
Gunilla Pederson was elected Treasurer and Vice President. 
 
The following residents were elected to the Committee: 
 
Hans Malmstrom - (following the meeting Hans has confirmed he no longer wishes to be on the committee) 
Jean Bergvall  
Margret Brühlmann  
Max Öberg 
Juan A. Molina 
 

13. Election of Auditor of Accounts 
 

 Ana Belen agreed to audit the Accounts. 
 

14. General Business 
 

 a. Electrical Installation 
 

  Sheila Buckle, asked why EG10 had not been connected to the new electrical installation and why 
no-one had informed them?  John Newton explained he had had discussions with EG10 who were 
aware they hadn’t been connected and this was because Inbradi were waiting for them to 
complete some outside works.  EG10 was given the telephone number of Inbradi to call when 
their outside works were complete. 
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 b. Maintenance of old system 
 

  Juan A. Molina gave the Committee a Technical Report supplied by a Sevillana approved 
technician, outlining the condition of the old electrical installation.  This Report stated the old 
electrical system is no longer safe. 
 
Proposal:  The Urbanisation no longer maintains the old electrical installation. 
 
Proposed:  Billy Nilsson 
Seconded:  Juan A. Molina 
 
Proposal carried unanimously. 
 
It was confirmed the farolas are on their own circuit and maintenance of these has already been 
agreed in the budget. 
 
The President will send letters to the houses on the old system informing them of this decision. 
 

 c. Illegal connection to the new electricity installation. 
 

  John Newton proposed the following motion: 
 
Proposal:  Twice a year, the committee will organise a competent electrician to 
examine the electricity boxes of all the houses that have not contributed to the 
installation of the new electricity network and ensure no one has illegally connected.  
The result of this survey, along with a list of the houses still not connected, will be 
reported at each AGM until such time as all houses are using the new installation. 
 
Proposed:  John Newton 
Seconded:  Max Öberg 
 
Proposal carried unanimously. 
 

 d. Approval of re-wording of English and Swedish Statutes. 
 

  There has been no change to the meaning of the statutes, only the wording has been made 
clearer.  There were no objections to the re-wording of the statutes  -  approval was given. 
Thanks to Max Öberg for his work on this. 
 

 e. Gunilla Pederson on behalf of everyone, thanked Jo Taylor for all her hard work on behalf of the 
Urbanisation. 

   
 The AGM closed at 13:15 pm.  The next AGM will be held in the first week of February 2012. 

 
 
Jo Taylor 
President 


